Abstract-This paper considers distributed vertex-coloring in broadcast/receive networks suffering from conflicts and collisions. (A collision occurs when, during the same round, messages are sent to the same process by too many neighbors; a conflict occurs when a process and one of its neighbors broadcast during the same round.) More specifically, the paper focuses on multi-channel networks, in which a process may either broadcast a message to its neighbors or receive a message from at most g of them. The paper first provides a new upper bound on the corresponding graph coloring problem (known as frugal coloring) in general graphs, proposes an exact bound for the problem in trees, and presents a deterministic, parallel, color-optimal, collision-and conflict-free distributed coloring algorithm for trees, and proves its correctness.
D
ISTRIBUTED graph coloring is one of the fundamental problems of distributed computing research [3] , [4] , [7] , [9] . It is particularly well adapted to situations in which resources (in the form of colors) must be allocated to processes (or nodes 1 ). In spite of its fundamental nature, however, very few works have investigated distributed coloring in the presence of a communication adversary, i.e., when neighboring nodes in the communication graph are not guaranteed to be able to communicate reliably in all communication rounds.
In this paper we consider one such problem, which arises when allocating time slots in a multi-channel Time Division Medium Access (TDMA) wireless network. In such networks, a node with a single transceiver is unable to simultaneously receive and send at the same time (a situation known as a conflict), but may however simultaneous receive messages from up to g neighbors without collision (a situation occurring when g þ 1 or more neighbors of the same node attempt to broadcast simultaneously).
Conflicts and collisions can be avoided by allocating specific time-slots and specific channels to individual nodes, while taking into account neighboring relationships in the communication graph. In a multi-channel network, these constraints can be modeled as a specific vertex graph coloring problem, known as frugal coloring [12] , [19] , in which the same color (representing a time slot) might be allocated up to g times (the number of available channels) in a node's neighborhood. Performing this channel allocation reliably and efficiently in a distributed manner is however challenging: because channels have not been allocated yet, extra care must be taken to avoid conflicts and collisions during the allocation procedure.
Existing solutions to this problem tend to be either probabilistic [11] , [13] , [17] , [25] , or to ignore collisions and conflicts altogether [5] , [10] . In this paper, we aim to improve on this situation, by seeking deterministic distributed solutions to frugal coloring (and hence to the TDMA slot allocation problem), that tolerate conflicts and collisions (a problem we have called Frugal Coloring under Conflicts and Collisions, or F3C for short). Determinism is important, as it deliver more predictable solutions, that tend to terminate faster (a point confirmed by our experimental evaluation). Robustness to conflicts and collisions is essential in practice, to allow solutions to be used in real systems in which a TDMA schedule has not been computed yet.
To solve F3C, we make the following contributions (D is the tree's maximum degree, and g the number of available communication channels):
We provide an upper bound on the minimum number of colors necessary to solve F3C in a general communication graph. This bound complements existing asymptotic bounds, while putting no constraints on D.
We prove that d D g e þ 1 colors are both necessary and sufficient to solve F3C in trees. We propose and prove the correctness of a deterministic, color-optimal, parallel, collision-and conflict-free, distributed protocol that solves F3C on trees in Oðdd D g eÞ steps, where d is the tree's depth.
In the following, we first present some background and motivate the F3C problem (Section 2). We then describe the underlying system model (Section 3), before formally defining the F3C problem (Section 4). We then present an upper bound on the minimal number of colors K necessary to solve F3C in general graphs, and a lower bound on K in trees (Section 5). We then present our algorithm which solves F3C in trees (Section 6) and prove it (Section 7). We conclude in Section 9, and provide some prospective remarks.
BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM

Distributed Coloring in Wireless Networks
A large number of works [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [17] have proposed distributed vertex coloring algorithms applicable to wireless networks. Unfortunately, the coloring protocols proposed so far are either not robust to both conflicts and collisions [5] , [10] ; rely on probabilistic procedures to eventually converge to a solution with high probability [11] , [13] , [17] , [25] ; or adopt a sequential approach [9] , in which one single process is communicating at a time, a particularly slow procedure. In terms of coloring, these protocols do not focus on multi-channel networks in which the same slot/color might be allocated several times among collision-prone neighbors.
Let us note, for the sake of completeness, that the multichannel allocation problem can also be modeled using other types of coloring, such as edge-coloring [26] (when focusing on wireless-links rather than on broadcast operations as we do), multicoloring [20] (when ignoring conflicts), or t-coloring [22] (when investigating cross-channel interference). These are crucial problems and contributions in their own right; they lie, however, out of the scope of the present work.
Distributed Frugal Coloring
A g-frugal coloring [8] , [12] , [18] , [19] is a particular type of graph coloring in which (i) two neighboring nodes must receive different colors (thus avoiding conflicts when mapping colors to time slots), and (ii) the same color might not be used more than g times in a node's neighborhood (thus avoiding collisions in an TDMA network using g channels).
Several important theoretical results exist on this type of coloring, but these are mostly limited to the asymptotic behavior of the minimal number of colors required to color a graph. Asymptotic means that these results typically hold for sufficiently large values of D, the maximum degree of the graph. For instance, Molloy and Reed [19] showed that if a graph's maximum degree D is sufficiently large, a ð50 ln D= ln ln DÞ-frugal coloring exists with D þ 1 colors (and that this value is in fact optimal for this frugality value in that some graphs cannot be colored with fewer colors). Hind et al. [12] showed that (i) for a sufficiently large D and any g ! 1, an g-frugal coloring exists with at most maxfðg þ 1ÞD; de
g eg colors, and that (ii) for arbitrary large D there is a graph with maximum degree D that cannot be g-frugally colored with fewer than
colors. In the same vein, Molloy and Reed showed that if a graph's maximum degree D is larger than g g then an g-frugal coloring exists with 16D 1þ 1 g colors [18] . These results unfortunately do not translate easily to wireless networks. Assuming g ¼ 7 channels for instance, the last result states the existence of a coloring (or schedule) with d16 Â ð7 7 Þ 1þ 1 7 e ¼ 92; 236; 816 colors (i.e., slots). Assuming a slot duration of 50 ms, this corresponds to an overall schedule of 53 days, an unpractical duration for many wireless applications. This growth is also overexponential, rising to 1242 days (or 3.4 years) for only g ¼ 8 channels, 88 years for 9 channels, and 2,536 years for 10 channels.
Chung, Pettie and Su have proposed distributed algorithms [8] that realize some of the above frugal coloring results. Unfortunately, besides the unpracticality of the resulting coloring as a slot schedule, these algorithms have so far been probabilistic (they converge with high probability), and do not take into account collisions or conflicts in their distributed execution.
Problem and Contributions
In contrast to the above results, we take a much more hands-on perspective in this work. We focus on the distributed deterministic frugal-coloring of realistic graphs, under adversarial communication constraints capturing conflicts and collisions, in a synchronous g-channel wireless network. This problem, which we have termed Frugal Coloring under Conflicts and Collisions (F3C for short), has so far, and to the best of our knowledge, not yet been investigated.
Rather than targeting asymptotic results, we do not make any assumption on the maximum degree D of the graph, so that our results remain applicable to any network. We target deterministic algorithms in order to provide strong guarantees of rapid convergence in practical cases. Our overall goal is to solve the F3C problem for a given number of channels g with the smallest possible number of colors K (thus reducing the overall size of the resulting slot allocation schedule), and in few synchronous rounds (avoiding whenever possible sequential solutions).
SYNCHRONOUS BROADCAST/RECEIVE MODEL
Processes, Initial Knowledge, and Graph
The system model consists of n sequential processes denoted p 1 ; . . . ; p n . These processes are organized in a communication graph that is connected and undirected, and reflects the limited communication range of wireless communications. When considering a process p i , 1 i n, the integer i is called its index. Indexes are not known to the processes. They are only a notation convenience used to distinguish processes and their local variables.
Each process p i has an identity id i , which is known only to itself and its neighbors (processes at distance 1 from it). The constant neighbors i is a local set, known only to p i , which contains the identities of p i 's neighbors (and only them). In order for a process p i not to confuse its neighbors, it is assumed that no two processes at distance less than or equal to 2 have the same identity. Two processes lying at a distance greater than 2 may however use the same identifier.
D i denotes the degree of process p i (i.e., jneighbors i j) and D denotes the maximal degree of the graph (maxfD 1 ; . . . ; D n g).
While each process
p i knows D i , no process knows D (a process p x such that D x ¼ D does not know that D x is D).
Timing Model
Processing durations are assumed equal to 0. This is justified by the following observations: (a) the duration of local computations is negligible with respect to message transfer delays, and (b) the processing duration of a message may be considered as a part of its transfer delay.
Communication is synchronous in the sense that there is an upper bound D on message transfer delays, and this bound is known to all the processes (global knowledge) [1] , [2] , [16] , [21] , [23] . From an algorithm design point of view, we consider that there is a global clock, denoted CLOCK, which is increased by 1, after each period of D physical time units. Each value of CLOCK defines what is usually called a time slot or a round.
Communication Operations
Processes have access to two communication primitives denoted bcastðÞ and receiveðÞ. A process p i invokes bcast TAGðmsgÞ to send the message msg (whose type is TAG) to all its neighbors. We assume that a process only invokes bcastðÞ at a beginning of a time slot (round). When a message TAGðmsgÞ arrives at a process p i , this process is immediately notified, and the operation receiveðÞ is executed to obtain and process the message. Hence, a message is always received and processed during the time slot (round) in which it was broadcast.
From a syntactic point of view, we use the following two 'when' notations to describe our algorithms, where predicate is a predicate involving CLOCK and possibly local variables of the concerned process.
when TAGðmsgÞ is received do communication-free processing of the message. when predicate do code entailing at most one bcast invocation.
Conflicts and Collisions with g Channels
Each process shares the same communication medium (consisting of g wireless channels) with other nodes in its neighborhood. As a result, a process cannot receive messages simultaneously from more than g of its neighbors, and cannot broadcast and receive a message simultaneously. (These constraints capture networks in which nodes only have access to a single transceiver.) If communication is not controlled, message clashes, known as collisions and conflicts, may occur, preventing communication:
A g-collision occurs when more than g neighbors of a process p i invoke the operation bcastðÞ during the same time slot (round). A conflict occurs when p i and one of its neighbors invoke bcastðÞ during the same time slot (round). We call a distributed algorithm that avoids these situations conflict-and g-collision-free (C2g-free for short). In this work, we seek to produce a coloring that yields a C2g-free communication schedule, but we also want the distributed algorithm that constructs this coloring to be itself C2g-free.
THE F3C PROBLEM
Definition of the F3C Problem
Let the color domain be the set of non-negative integers, and g and K be two positive integers. Our aim is to assign a set of colors, denoted colors i , to each vertex p i , such that the following three properties are satisfied:
Conflict-freedom: 8i; j : ðp i ; p j are neighborsÞ ) colors i \ colors j ¼ ;:
8i; 8c : jfp j 2 neighbors i : c 2 colors j gj g:
j [ 1 i n colors i j K: . The first property states the fundamental property of vertex coloring, namely, that any two neighbors are assigned distinct colors sets. The second property imposes an upper bound on the total number of colors that can be used in a process's neighborhood, a constraint also known as frugality [12] , [19] for coloring algorithms. The two properties describe a g-frugal coloring, except that here processes are assigned sets of colors (i.e., might be allocated several times slots), rather than individual colors.
In this paper we consider the problem of constructing a distributed algorithm that produces an g-frugal coloring while facing conflicts and g-collisions during its own execution, a problem we have termed g-frugal Coloring under Conflicts and Collisions. We denote this problem F3C(n; g; K; 1Þ if each color set is constrained to be a singleton, and F3C(n; g; K; ! 1Þ if there is no such restriction.
Example, Particular Instances, and Use
An example of such a multi-coloring is given in Fig. 1 on a network containing 21 processes, where D ¼ 10, and with the constraint g ¼ 3.
The problem instance F3Cðn; 1; K; 1Þ corresponds to the classical vertex-coloring problem under collisions, where at most K different colors are allowed (g ¼ 1 states that no process imposes a constraint on the colors of its neighbors, except that they must be different from its own color, and that collisions are absent). F3Cðn; 1; K; ! 1Þ produces what is called a multicoloring [20] (the sets of colors of two neighbors are simply requested to be disjoint), and F3Cðn; 1; K; 1Þ captures the classical distance-2 coloring problem (vertices at distance 2 have different colors). The reader can easily see that F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) captures the general coloring problem informally stated in the introduction. Once a process p i has been assigned a set of colors colors i , at the application programming level, it is allowed to broadcast a message to neighbors at the rounds (time slots) corresponding to the values of CLOCK such that ðCLOCK mod KÞ 2 colors i .
IMPOSSIBILITY, LOWER BOUND, AND UPPER
BOUND IN TREES AND GENERAL GRAPHS
An Impossibility Result
Generalizing a remark from [14] this section presents a lower bound on K: neither F3C(n; g; K; 1), nor F3C (n; g; K; ! 1), can be solved for K d D g e. The next sections will present an algorithm solving F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) in trees in the synchronous model described in Section 3, and a proof of it. This algorithm is such
, and is consequently optimal with respect to the total number of colors. Theorem 1. Neither F3C(n; g; K; 1), nor F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) can be solved when K d proposed by Hind et al. [12] , which holds for some graph of degree D.
colors are sufficient to solve F3C (n; g; K; 1) in a general graph, where S is the size of the largest sphere of radius 2 in G, i.e., S ¼ max p2P jfq 2 P j distðp; qÞ ¼ 2gj; and distðp; qÞ represents the hop-distance between two processes in G.
The above upper bound does not put any constraint on the maximum degree D of the graph, contrarily to earlier asymptotic results on g-frugal coloring [8] , [12] , [18] , [19] . It also uses S, the size of the largest sphere of radius 2. It is in that respect complementary to these earlier bounds, which only rely on D.
Algorithm 1. Sequential F3C(n; g; K; 1) for a Graph, Based on a Greedy Strategy Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the analysis of Algorithm 1, which implements a classical greedy sequential procedure that solves F3C(n; g; K; 1) in a centralized shared memory model on an arbitrary connected graph G. Algorithm 1 and the proof use multisets 2 with the following notations (summarized in Table 1): setðMÞ is the underlying set of M, the set of elements present at least once in M. 1 M ðxÞ is the multiplicity of an element x in the multiset M. By construction we have
( 1) jMj is the cardinality of M; in particular if M has finite cardinality (which is the case of all sets and multisets used in the following)
M m, where m is an integer, is the m-multiple of M, defined by
A ] B is the multiset union of the multisets A and B, defined by A [ B is the generalized set union of A and B, defined by
A n B is the generalized set difference of A and B, defined by
A \ B is the generalized set intersection of the multisets A and B, defined by
We consider a set S as a special case of a multiset in which all elements of S have a multiplicity of 1
Algorithm 1 iterates sequentially over all processes in the system (line 1). For each process p i , the algorithm enumerates the colored tokens that are no longer available to p i . First g colored tokens are counted in the multiset neighbors toks for each neighbor of p i (line 2): in order to respect conflict freedom, these colors cannot be used to color p i . The multiset siblings toks at line 3 counts the number of times a color is used at distance 2 of p i : in order to respect g-collision freedom, these colors can only be used for p i if they have been used less than g times in all neighborhoods neighbors j to which p i belongs. Finally, neighbors toks and siblings toks are removed from N g, the multiset in which all natural numbers are present g times, and the lowest remaining available color is allocated to p i (line 4). During this iteration step, some of p i 's neighbors and neighbors of neighbors might not have been allocated a color yet: their color is formally equal to ?, and eliminated at line 4, with no impact of the final value of color i .
For this proof we introduce the notion of the multiimage of a multiset by a function, which extends that of the image of a set by a function. If M is a multiset and f a function defined over setðMÞ, then f½M is the multiset defined by 3 setðf½MÞ ¼ fðsetðMÞÞ; (8)
where fðsetðMÞÞ is the traditional image 4 by f of the set setðMÞ.
This definition implies the following properties:
To prove the theorem, we show that the variable color i allocated in each iteration is smaller or equal to D þ b S g c. To this aim we first compute an upper bound of the cardinal of ðneighbors toks [ siblings toksÞ jN , where M jS denotes the restriction of the multiset M to the elements of the set S.
Let us note col i the function that associates each process to its coloring at the start of iteration i
Note that by construction, col i ðp i Þ ¼ ?.
In the following, we note S p r the sphere of radius r centered on process p S p r ¼ fq 2 P j distðp; qÞ ¼ rg:
With this definition we have S
We also define the ball of radius r centered on process p as: B p r ¼ fq 2 P j distðp; qÞ rg:
Using the above definitions and properties, we have
Similarly, we also have
Combining (18) and (23) yields
Both neighbors toks and siblings toks might contain bottom values (?), which we need to eliminate to order to reason about the smallest integer remaining in available toks at line 5. To this aim, we introduce the restriction of the multiset X to values of S, noted X jS , and defined as
3. An equivalent and more compact definition could also be
Note that in the general case, for a set S, fðSÞ f½S, i.e., the image of S by f is included in its multi-image by f, but fðSÞ and f½S are different. fðSÞ ¼ f½S only holds for functions that are injective on S.
Let us note the following two properties of multisets, where M and N are multisets, m and n are positive integers, and S is a set
Applying the above two properties to (26) yields
Taking the cardinal we have
color i at line 5 is computed in such a way that 8k < color i : 1 available toks ðkÞ ¼ 0; 
and so with (36)
This shows that the algorithm allocates only colors in the range
which concludes the proof of the theorem.
t u
The bound of Theorem 2 is realized by the complete graph (in which S ¼ 0), but is in general not tight, as the results we present for trees later on demonstrate (Algorithm 2 and Theorem 4 in Sections 6 and 7). Algorithm 1 can also serve as the basis for a naive sequential (and hence C2-free) distributed coloring procedure, that would propagate the state of the entire graph coloring from process to process, incurring messages with OðnÞ length, and executing in OðnÞ steps. The subsequent contributions of this paper show that a C2-free parallel solution exists for trees that uses: (i) messages of length at most OðDÞ; (ii) Oðdd D g eÞ steps; and (iii) an optimal number of colors. An open problem remains however whether F3C(n; g; K; 1) can be solved deterministically with a parallel algorithm in an arbitrary graph in a system that suffers conflicts and g-collisions.
A Necessary and
To not overload the presentation the formal proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix, available in the online supplemental material.
6 SOLVING F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) IN A TREE
The algorithm presented in this section uses as a skeleton a parallel traversal of a tree [24] . Such a traversal is implemented by control messages that visit all the processes, followed by a control flow that returns to the process that launched the tree traversal.
As claimed previously, Algorithm 2 is a K-optimal, parallel, C2g-free algorithm that solves F3C(n; g; d D g e þ 1; ! 1) using messages of length at most OðDÞ in Oðdd D g eÞ steps. It assumes that a single process initially receives an external message STARTðÞ, which dynamically defines it as the root of the tree. This message and the fact that processes at distance smaller or equal to 2 do not have the same identity provide the initial asymmetry from which a deterministic coloring algorithm can be built. The reception of the message STARTðÞ causes the receiving process (say p r ) to simulate the reception of a fictitious message COLORðÞ, which initiates the sequential traversal.
Messages
The algorithm uses two types of message, denoted COLORðÞ and TERMðÞ.
The messages COLORðÞ implement a control flow visiting in parallel the processes of the tree from the root to the leaves. Each of them carries three values, denoted sender, cl map, and max cl.
-sender is the identity of the sender of the message. If it is the first message COLORðÞ received by a process p i , sender defines the parent of p i in the tree. -cl map is a dictionary data structure with one entry for each element in neighbors x [ fid x g, where p x is the sender of the message COLORðÞ. cl map½id x is the set of colors currently assigned to the sender and, for each id j 2 neighbor x , cl map½id j is the set of colors that p x proposes for p j .
-max cl is an integer defining the color domain used by the sender, namely the color set f0; 1; . . . ; ðmax cl À 1Þg. Each child p i of the message sender will use the color domain defined by maxðmax cl; s i Þ to propose colors to its own children (s i is defined below). Moreover, all the children of the sender will use the same slot span f0; 1; . . . ; ðmax cl À 1Þg to schedule their message broadcasts. This ensures that their message broadcasts will be collision-free. 5 The messages TERMðÞ propagate the return of the control flow from the leaves to the root. Each message TERMðÞ carries two values: the identity of the destination process (as this message is broadcast, this allows any receiver to know whether it should process this message), and the identity of the sender.
Local Variables
Each process p i manages the following local variables. The constant D i ¼ jneighbors i j is the degree of p i , while the con-
is the number of colors needed to color the star graph made up of p i and its neighbors.
state i (initialized to 0) is used by p i to manage the progress of the tree traversal. Each process traverses five different states during the execution of the algorithm. States 1 and 3 are active states: a process in state 1 broadcasts a COLORðÞ message to its neighbors, while a process in state 3 broadcasts a message TERMðÞ which has a meaning only for its parent. States 0 and 2 are waiting states in which a process listens on the broadcast channels but cannot send any message. Finally, state 4 identifies local termination. parent i stores the identity of the process p j from which p i receives a message COLORðÞ for the first time (hence p j is the parent of p i in the tree). The root p r of the tree, defined by the reception of the external message STARTðÞ, is the only process such that parent r ¼ id r . colored i is a set containing the identities of the neighbors of p i that have been colored. to color i is the set of neighbors to which p i must propagate the coloring (network traversal). color map i ½neighbors i [ fid i g is a dictionary data structure where p i stores colors of its neighbors in color map i ½neighbors i , and its own colors in color map i ½id i ; colors i is used as a synonym of color map i ½id i . max cl i defines both the color domain from which p i can color its children, and the time slots (rounds) at which its children will be allowed to broadcast. slot span i is set to the value max cl carried by the message COLORðÞ received by p i from its parent. As this value is the same for all the children of its parent, they will use the same slot span to define the slots during which each child will be allowed to broadcast messages. 5 . As we will see, conflicts are prevented by the message exchange pattern imposed by the algorithm.
Initial State
In its initial state (state i ¼ 0), a process p i waits for a message COLORðÞ. As said previously, a single process receives the external message STARTðÞ, which defines it at the root process. It is assumed that CLOCK ¼ 0 when a process receives this message. When this happens, the corresponding process p i simulates the reception of the message COLORðid i ; cl map; s i Þ where cl map½id i defines its color, namely, ðCLOCK þ 1Þ mod s i (lines 2-4). As a result, at round number 1, the root broadcasts a message COLORðÞ to its children (line 33).
Algorithm: Reception of a Message COLORðÞ
When a process p i receives a message COLORðÞ for the first time, it is visited by the network traversal, and must consequently (a) obtain an initial color set, and (b) propagate the network traversal, if it has children. The processing by p i of this first message COLORðsender; cl map; max clÞ is done at lines 7-29. First, p i saves the identity of its parent (the sender of the message) and its proposed color set (lines 7-8), initializes colored i to fsenderg, and to color i to its other neighbors (lines 9-10). Then p i obtains a color set proposal from the dictionary cl map carried by the message (line 11), computes the value max cl i from which its color palette will be defined, and saves the value max cl carried by the message COLORðÞ in the local variable slot span i (line 12). Let us remind that the value max cl i allows p i to know the color domain used up to now, and the rounds at which it will be able to broadcast messages (during the execution of the algorithm) in a collision-free way.
Then, the behavior of p i depends on the value of to color i . If to color i is empty, p i is a leaf, and there is no more process to color from it. In this case, p i proceeds to state 3 (line 29).
If to color i is not empty, p i has children. It has consequently to propose a set of colors for each of them, and save these proposals in its local dictionary color map i ½neighbors i . To this end, p i computes first the domain of colors it can use, namely, the set f0; 1; . . . ; ðmax cl i À 1Þg, and considers that each of these colors c is represented by g tokens colored c. Then, it computes the multiset, denoted tokens i , containing all the colored tokens it can use to build a color set proposal for each of its children (line 14). The multiset tokens i is initially made up of all possible colored tokens, from which are suppressed (a) all tokens associated with the colors of p i itself, and, (b) one colored token for each color in color map i ½parent i (this is because, from a coloring point of view, its parent was allocated one such colored token for each of its colors).
Then, p i checks if it has enough colored tokens to allocate at least one colored token to each of its children (assigning thereby the color of the token to the corresponding child). If the predicate jtokens i j ! jto color i j is satisfied, p i has enough colored tokens and can proceed to assign set of colors to each of its children (lines 25-27). Differently, if the predicate jtokens i j < jto color i j is satisfied, p i has more children than available colored tokens. It must therefore find more colored tokens. To do that, if colors i (i.e., color map i ½id i ) has more than one color, p i suppresses one color from colors i , adds the g associated colored tokens to the multiset tokens i (lines [16] [17] [18] , and re-enters the "while" loop (line 15). If colors i has a single color, this color cannot be suppressed from colors i . In this case, p i considers the color set of its parent (color map i ½parent i ), takes the maximal color of this set, suppresses it from color map i ½parent i , adds the associated colored token to the multiset tokens i (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , and-as before-re-enters the "while" loop (line 15). Only one token colored cl is available because the ðg À 1Þ other tokens colored cl were already added into the multiset tokens i during its initialization at line 14.
As already said, when the predicate jtokens i j < jto color i j (line 15) becomes false, tokens i contains enough colored tokens to assign to p i 's children. This assignment is done at lines 25-27. Let ch ¼ jto color i j (number of children of p i ); p i extracts ch pairwise disjoint and non-empty subsets of the multiset tokens i , and assigns each of them to a different neighbor. "Non-empty non-intersecting multisets" used at line 25 means that, if each of z multisets tk½id x contains a token with the same color, this colored token appears at least z times in the multiset tokens i .
If the message COLORðsender; cl map; ÀÞ received by p i is not the first one, it was sent by one of its children. In this case, p i keeps in its color set color map i ½id i (colors i ) only the colors allowed by its child sender (line 30). Hence, when p i has received a message COLORðÞ from each of its children, its color set colors i has its final value.
Algorithm: Broadcast of a Message
A process p i is allowed to broadcast a message only at the rounds corresponding to a color it obtained (a color in colors i ¼ color map i ½id i computed at lines 11, 17, and 30), provided that its current local state is 1 or 3 (line 31).
If state i ¼ 1, p i received previously a message COLORðÞ, which entailed its initial coloring and a proposal to color its children (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this case, p i propagates the tree traversal by broadcasting a message COLORðÞ (line 33), which will provide each of its children with a coloring proposal. Process p i then progresses to the local waiting state 2.
If state i ¼ 3, the coloring of the tree rooted at p i is terminated. Process p i consequently broadcasts the message TERMðparent i ; id i Þ to inform its parent of it. It also progresses from state 3 to state 4, which indicates its local termination (line 35).
Algorithm: Reception of a Message TERMðÞ
When a process p i receives such a message it discards it if it is not the intended destination (line 37). If the message is for it, p i adds the sender's identity to the set colored i (line 38). Finally, if colored i ¼ neighbors i , p i learns that the subtree rooted at it is colored (line 39). It follows that, if p i is the root (parent i ¼ i), it learns that the algorithm terminated. Otherwise, it enters state 3, that will direct it to report to its parent the termination of the coloring of its underlying subtree.
6.7 Solving F3C(n; g; K; 1) in a Tree Algorithm 2 can be easily modified to solve F3C(n; g; K; 1). When a process enters state 3 (at line 29 or line 41), it reduces color map i ½id i (i.e., colors i ) to obtain a singleton.
F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) IN A TREE: COST AND PROOF
The proof assumes n > 1. Let us remember that colors i and color map i ½id i are the same local variable of p i , and p r denotes the dynamically defined root process.
Cost of the Algorithm
Each non-leaf process broadcasts one message COLORðÞ, and each non-root process broadcasts one message TERMðÞ. Let x be the number of leaves. There are consequently ð2n À ðx þ 1ÞÞ broadcasts. As D x þ 1 ð6Þ , the number of broadcast is upper bounded by 2n À D.
TERM ðÞ messages are of fixed length, while COLORðÞ message carry some fixed-length information, and the dictionary color map i , which contains D i þ 1 entries. As a result, the length of messages is bounded by OðDÞ.
Given an execution whose dynamically defined root is the process p r , let d be the height of the corresponding tree. A recursive analysis of message patterns yields a time complexity of Oðdd D g eÞ.
Proof of the Algorithm
The proof is decomposed into lemmas showing that the algorithm (a) is itself conflict-free and g-collision-free, (b) terminates, and (c) associates with each process p i a non-empty set colors i satisfying the Conflict-freedom, g-Collision-freedom and Efficiency properties defined in Section 4. To this end, a notion of well-formedness suited to COLORðÞ messages is introduced.
Lemma 1. Algorithm 2 is conflict-free.
Proof. The algorithm uses two types of message: COLORðÞ and TERMðÞ. We first show conflict-freedom for COLORðÞ messages (if a process broadcasts a message COLORðÞ, none of its neighbors is broadcasting any message in the same round). Let us first notice that a process p i broadcasts at most one message COLORðÞ, and one message TERMðÞ (this is due to the guard state i 2 f1; 3g, line 31, and the fact that the broadcast of a message makes its sender progress to the waiting state 2 or 4). Moreover, let us make the following observations. Observation 1: The first message sent by any process is of type COLORðÞ (line 33). Observation 2: Except for the root process, a message COLORðÞ is always broadcast by a process after it received a message COLORðÞ (which triggers the execution of lines 5-30). Observation 3: Except for leaf processes, a message TERMðÞ is always broadcast by a process after it received a message TERMðÞ from each of its children (lines 36-41 and line 34). Observations 1 and 2 imply that when the root process broadcasts its COLORðÞ message, none of its neighbors is broadcasting a message, and they all receive the root's COLORðÞ message without conflict. Let us now consider a process p i , different from the root, which receives its first message COLOR k ðÞ (from its parent p k ). Because there is no cycle in the communication graph (a tree), all the children of p i (neighbors i n fp k g) are in state 0, waiting for their COLORðÞ message. Moreover, due to Observations 1 and 2, they will receive from p i their message COLORðÞ without conflict. After sending its COLORðÞ message, p i 's parent p k remains in the waiting state 2 until it receives a TERMðÞ message from all its children (lines 38-39), which include p i . As a consequence, p k is not broadcasting any message in the round in which it receives p i 's COLORðÞ message, which is consequently received without conflict by all its neighbors.
As far the messages TERMðÞ are concerned we have the following. Initially, only a leaf process can broadcast a message, and when it does it, its parent is in the waiting state 2 (since it broadcasts a message COLORðÞ at line 33 and it must receive messages TERMðÞ to proceed to state 3). Hence, a message TERMðÞ broadcast by a leaf cannot entail conflict. Let us now consider a non-leaf process p i . It follows from Observation 3 that p i can broadcast a message TERMðÞ only when its children are in state 4 (in which they cannot broadcast), and its parent (because it has not yet received a message TERMðÞ from each of its children) is in the waiting state 2. Hence, we conclude that the broadcast of a message TERMðÞ by a non-leaf process is conflict-free, which concludes the proof of the lemma. t u Definition. A message COLORðsender; cl map; max clÞ is well formed if its content satisfies the following properties. Let sender ¼ id i .
M1
The keys of the dictionary data structure cl map are the identities in neighbors i [ fid i g. Once established in Lemma 3, not all properties M1-M6 will be explicitly used in the lemmas that follow. They are used by induction to proceed from one well-formed message to another one.
Lemma 2. If a message COLORðsender; cl map; max clÞ received by a process p i 6 ¼ p r is well formed and entails the execution of lines 7-29, the while loop (lines 15-24) terminates, and, when p i exits the loop, the sets colors i and color map i ½parent i are not empty, and their intersection is empty.
Proof. Let us consider a process p i 6 ¼ p r that receives a wellformed COLOR j ðsender; cl map; max clÞ message from p j . Let us assume COLORðÞ causes p i to start executing the lines 7-29, i.e., COLORðÞ is the first such message received by p i . The body of the while loop contains two lines (lines 17 and 23) that select elements from two sets, colors i and color map i ½parent i respectively.
Before discussing the termination of the while loop, we show that lines 17 and 23 are well defined, i.e., the sets from which the elements are selected are non-empty. To this aim, we prove by induction that the following invariant holds in each iteration of the loop:
6. Let p i be the process that has D as degree. If p i is the root of the tree, the tree contains at least D leaf processes. This is because each neighbor of p i is either a leaf or the root of a subtree that has at least one leaf process. And if p i is not the root of the tree, p i possesses D À 1 children, and the number of leaf processes is at least D À 1 following a similar reasoning.
Just before the loop (i.e., before line 15), Assertion (43) follows from the assignment to color map i ½parent i at line 8 and the property M2 of COLOR j () (id j ¼ parent i ). Assertion (44) also follows from M2 (colors i is synonym of color map i ½id i ). Assertion (45) follows from M3, M6, and the initialization of max cl i at line 12.
Let us now assume that Assertion (43) holds at the start of a loop iteration (i.e., just before lines 16). There are two cases.
If
from which we derive
Hence, because jcolors i j 1, we obtain jcolor map i ½parent i j > 1, which means that p i 's local variable color map i ½parent i contains at least two elements before the execution of line 16. Because only one color is removed from color map i ½parent i , this local variable remains non-empty after lines 23-24, thus proving Assertion (43). Let us now assume that both Assertion (44) and Assertion (45) hold at the start of a loop iteration (i.e., just before line 16). There are two cases.
Case jcolors i j > 1. In this case we have: (i) one color is removed from colors i , (ii) g colored tokens are added to tokens i , and (iii) color map i ½parent i remains unchanged. jcolors i j > 1 and (i) imply that Assertion (44) remains true; and (i) and (ii) mean that Assertion (45) is preserved. Case jcolors i j 1. In this case we have: (i) one color is removed from color map i ½parent i , and one colored token added to tokens i , and (ii) colors i stays unchanged. (i) implies that Assertion (45) remains true, and (ii) ensures Assertion (44) by assumption.
This concludes the proof that the three assertions (43), (44), and (45) are a loop invariant. Hence, Assertion (43) and Assertion (44) imply that lines 17 and 23 are well defined.
Let us now observe that, in each iteration of the loop, new colored tokens are added to tokens i , and thus jtokens i j is strictly increasing. Because jto color i j remains unchanged, the condition jtokens i j < jto color i j necessarily becomes false at some point, which proves that the loop terminates.
Just after the loop, the invariant is still true. In particular Assertion (43) and Assertion (44) show that both the sets colors i and color map i ½parent i are not empty when p i exits the while loop.
Finally, due to the fact that the message COLOR j () is well formed, it follows from M3 that we have colors i \ color map i ½parent i ¼ ; after line 11. As colors are added neither to colors i , nor to color map i ½parent i in the loop, their intersection remains empty, which concludes the proof of the lemma. M1 follows from the fact that the entries of the dictionary data structure created by p i are: color map i ½parent i (line 8), color map i ½id i (line 11), and color map i ½id for each id 2 to colors i ¼ neighbors i nfparent i g (lines 10 and 27), and the observation that no entry is ever removed from color map i is the rest of the code. M2 follows from (A) for color map i ½parent i and color map i ½id i , from line 25 for the identities in to colors i ¼ neighbors i n fparent i g (due to jtokens i j ! jto colors i j when line 25 is executed, and the non-intersection requirement of the tk½id sets, no tk½id is empty), and from the observation that color map i is not modified between the end of line 27 and the broadcast of line 33. This last claim is derived from the fact that color map i is only modified when messages are received, and that neither p i 's parent nor p i 's children are in states that allow them to send messages while p i is transitioning from line 27 to line 33. Similarly, M3 follows -for id ¼ parent i : from (B) and the fact that color map i ½parent i never increases, -for id 2 to color i ¼ neighbors i n fparent i g:
from the fact that, due to lines 14 and 17, at line 25 tokens i contains no token whose color belongs to colors i , from which we have tk½id \color map i ½id i ¼ ; for any id 2 to color i . . The previous reasoning showed that, if a process receives a well formed message COLORðÞ; executes lines 7-29 and line 33, the message COLORðid i ; color map i ; max cl i Þ it will broadcast at this line is well formed. Hence, to show that all messages broadcast at line 33 are well formed, it only remains to show that the message COLORðid r ; color map r ; max cl r Þ broadcast by the root p r is well formed. Let us remember that neighbors r is a constant defined by the structure of the tree, and parent r ¼ id r = 2 neighbors r . Let us notice that COLORðid; cl map; max clÞ sent by p r to itself at line 4 is not well formed. This is because, cl map½id is not defined for id 2 neighbors i . When p r receives this message we have the following after line 14
from which we conclude jtokens r j ! D r ¼ jto colors r j ¼ jneighbors i j. Hence, p r does not execute the loop body, and proceeds to lines 25-27 where it defines the entries color map r ½id for id 2 to colors r ¼ neighbors r . A reasoning similar to the previous one shows that the message COLORðid r ; color map r ; max cl r Þ broadcast by p r at line 33 satisfies the properties M1-M6, and is consequently well formed. (The difference with the previous reasoning lies in the definition of the set to colors i which is equal to neighbors i n fparent i g for p i 6 ¼ p r , and equal to neighbors r for p r .). t u Lemma 4. If a process p i computes a color set (colors i ), this set is not empty.
Proof. Let us first observe that, if a process p i 6 ¼ p r receives a message COLORðÀ; cl map; ÀÞ, the previous lemma means that this message is well formed, and due to property M2, its field cl map½id i is not empty, from which follows that the initial assignment of a value to color map i ½id i colors i is a non-empty set. Let us also observe, that, even if it is not well formed the message COLORðÀ; cl map; ÀÞ received by the root satisfies this property. Hence, any process that receives a message COLORðÞ assigns first a non-empty value to color map i ½id i colors i . Subsequently, a color can only be suppressed from color map i ½id i colors i at line 30 when p i receives a message COLORðÞ from one of its children. If p i is a leaf, it has no children, and consequently never executes line 30.
So, let us assume that p i is not a leaf and receives a message COLORðid j ; cl map; ÀÞ from one of its children p j . In this case p i previously broadcast at line 33 a message COLORðid i ; color map i ; ÀÞ that was received by p j and this message is well formed (Lemma 3).
A color c that is suppressed at line 30 when p i processes COLORðid j ; cl map; ÀÞ is such that c 2 colors i and c = 2 cl map½id i . cl map½id i can be traced back to the local variable color map j ½id i used by p j to broadcast COLORðÞ at line 33. Tracing the control flow further back, color map j ½id i was initialized by p j to color map i ½id i (line 8) when p j received the well-formed message COLORðÞ from p i . When processing the COLORðÞ message received from p i , process p j can suppress colors from color map j ½id i only at line 23, where it suppresses colors starting from the greatest remaining color. We have the following.
If p i is not the root, the message COLORðÞ it received was well formed (Lemma 3). In this case, it follows from the proof of Lemma 2 that it always remains at least one color in color map j ½id i . If p i ¼ p r , its set colors r is a singleton (it "received" COLORðid r ; cl map r ; ÀÞ where cl map r has a single entry, namely cl map r ½id r ¼ f1g). When p j computes tokens j (line 14) we have
e ! maxðD r ; D j Þ ! D j ¼ jto colors j j; from which follows that jtokens j j ! jto colors j j ¼ jneighbors j j À1. Hence, p j does not execute the loop, and consequently does not modify color map j ½id r . Consequently, the smallest color of colors i color map i ½id i is never withdrawn from color map j ½id i . It follows that, at line 30, p i never withdraws its smallest color from the set color map i ½id i . t u Lemma 5. If p i and p j are neighbors colors i \ colors j ¼ ;.
Proof. As all color sets are initialized to ;, the property is initially true. We show that, if a process receives a message COLORðÞ, the property remains true. As TERMðÞ messages do not modify the coloring (lines 36-41) they do not need to be considered. Let us consider two neighboring processes p i and p j , which compute their color sets (if none or only one of p i and p j computes its color set, the lemma is trivially satisfied). As the network is a tree, one of them is the parent of the other. Let p i be the parent of p j .
Process p i broadcasts a message COLORðÀ; cl map; ÀÞ at line 33 in which the set cl map½id j is color map i ½id j , as computed at line 25. If this message is received by p j , this set will in turn be assigned to color map i ½id j at p j . As this message is well formed (Lemma 3), we therefore have color map i ½id i \ color map j ½id j ¼ ; (Property M3 of a well-formed message). Then, while p i can be directed to suppress colors from color map i ½id i at line 30, it never adds a color to this set. The same is true for p j and color map j ½id j . It follows that the predicate color map i ½id i \color map j ½id j ¼ ; can never be invalidated. t u Lemma 6. 8i; 8c : jfj : j 2 neighbors i^c 2 colors j gj g.
from a leaf to the root. When the root has received a message TERMðÞ from each of its children, it learns termination (line 40), which concludes the proof of the lemma. t u Lemma 9. j
Proof. Let p r ; p a ; . . . ; p ' be a path in the tree starting at the root p r and ending at a leaf p ' . It follows from the content of the parameter max cl of the messages COLORðsender; cl map; max clÞ that are broadcast along this path of the tree (broadcast at line 33 and received at line 5), and the assignment of maxðmax cl; s i Þ to max cl i at line 12, that max cl ' ¼ maxðs r ; s a ; . . . ; s ' Þ. Let p '1 ; . . . ; p 'x be the set of leaves of the tree. It follows that maxðmax cl '1 ; . . . ; max cl 'x Þ = maxðs 1 ; . . . ; s n Þ, i.e., the value max cl carried by any message is d
The fact that a process p i uses only colors in ½0; . . . ; ðmax cl i À 1Þ, combined with Theorem 1 implies the lemma. The algorithm is consequently optimal with respect to the number of colors.
. Algorithm 2 is a C2g-free algorithm, which solves F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) in tree networks. Moreover, it is optimal with respect to the value of K.
Proof. The proof that Algorithm 2 terminates follows from Lemma 6. The proof that it is C2g-free follows from Lemmas 1 and 7. The proof that it satisfies the Conflict-freedom, Collision-freedom, and Efficiency properties defining the F3C(n; g; K; ! 1) problem follows from Lemmas 2-6, and Lemma 9. The proof of its optimality with respect to K follows also from Lemma 9. t u
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate experimentally our protocol using the OMNeT++ network simulator (version 5.3) [27], and compare its performance against that of the DRAND protocol [25] , a reference distributed TDMA slot allocation algorithm. We have made the code we have used for our experiments publicly available on-line. 7 
The DRAND Algorithm
DRAND uses a greedy color allocation strategy implemented with a fully decentralized control. It assumes a Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol to detect and avoid conflicts, and includes adaptive re-transmission mechanisms to tolerate collisions. While in its initial state ('IDLE'), a DRAND node p tosses an even coin. If p gets head, it runs a lottery with a 1 k chance of success, where k is the number of uncolored nodes in p's 2-hop neighborhood. If p wins the lottery, it initiates a 2-phase commit negotiation with its neighbors in order to select an available time slot. This negotiation might fail if some neighbors are already involved in another 2-phase commit negotiation, in which case p (the requesting node) returns to its IDLE state.
Because of its stochastic activation mechanism, and because the 2-phase commit phase may fail, DRAND is probabilistic by construction. It also does not avoid collisions while executing. For a conservative comparison, we have ignored collisions when simulating DRAND (we have let colliding broadcasts reach their destination), and have assumed that the underlying MAC protocol was perfect (thus avoiding conflicts).
Target Network Trees
We exercise both algorithms on randomly generated trees that exhibit a predetermined D (the maximum node degree), depth d, and size n. In the rest of the evaluation D is fixed at 7, and depth at 6. The trees are constructed recursively from the root node, choosing neighborhood sizes uniformly between 1 and D until a size of n nodes is reached. We then prune trees whose maximum degree does not reach D. Because DRAND is not designed to handle multiple channels, we assume g ¼ 1 (only one channel is available) for a fair comparison.
Metrics
We evaluate our protocol and DRAND in terms of the following metrics:
Execution time is the time each algorithm needs to allocate colors to all nodes in the network, measured in rounds. Broadcast complexity is the total number of broadcast operations performed by each algorithm. TDMA latency assesses the quality of the resulting coloring when interpreted as a TDMA schedule. TDMA latency measures the average number of TDMA slots a node must wait before it is allowed to broadcast again. On all metrics, our F3C-algorithm clearly outperforms DRAND. DRAND is particularly hampered by its probabilistic nature, which slows it down (Fig. 2) , and causes it to use about ten times more messages than we do (Fig. 3) . In Fig. 2 . Execution time (measured in rounds) of our F3C-algorithm and DRAND. On average, our solution is more than twice faster (Â2:11).
Results
7. https://gitlab.inria.fr/WIDE/f3c-evaluation terms of schedule quality, both algorithms use the optimal number of colors/slots, K ¼ d
However, because our F3C-algorithm is able to assign (when possible) several colors/slots to individual nodes, F3C-nodes do not necessarily need to wait the repetition of the TDMA schedule to communicate again, yielding a decrease in latency of about 40 percent on average across all network sizes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the problem of constructing a g-frugal vertex coloring using a distributed algorithm experiencing conflicts and collisions. This problem arises in particular when assigning rounds (slots) to processes (nodes) in broadcast/receive TDMA wireless multi-channel networks in which each node only has access to one transceiver.
We presented a deterministic, distributed, parallel, coloroptimal, collision-and conflict-free algorithm which solves this distributed vertex-coloring problem for tree networks. This algorithm only uses K ¼ d D g e þ 1 colors (where D is the maximal degree of the graph), and is optimal with respect to the total number of colors that can be used.
Moreover, from an algorithmic point of view, the proposed algorithm is versatile, making it an attractive starting point to address other related problems. For instance, in a heterogeneous network, lines 25-27 could be modified to take into account additional constraints arising from the capacities of individual nodes, such as their ability to use only certain frequencies.
Last but not least, a major challenge for future work consists in solving the F3C problem in general graphs using a parallel rather than sequential deterministic algorithm. The new difficulty is then to take into account cycles in a distributed setting in which the global graph topology is not known beforehand, but must be discovered on the fly while avoiding conflicts and collisions. Fig. 4 . Quality of the resulting TDMA schedule. On average, our algorithm yields latency values that are 40 percent lower. Fig. 3 . Number of broadcasts performed by our F3C-algorithm and DRAND. On average, our algorithm uses 10 times fewer broadcasts.
